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During recessions, behavior
is driven by fear of loss, but
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driven by necessity
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74% had already adopted
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and act accordingly brands must demonstrate
value
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Navigate the media market
and avoid dropping out

The consumer study refered to
Based on a quantitative data gathering with 1,016
respondents, Danes’ attitudes and behavior is examined
following the ongoing crisis. Furthermore, the influence of the
crisis related to Danes’ every day and consumer pattern is
also examined.

This report gathers insights from the data gathering
conducted in October 2022 and focuses on the following
segments: The youth, families with children, self-realization
and seniors.
-

Data gathering through Norstat’s web panel

-

National representative and weighted by gender, age
and geography
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Focus is directed towards
the economy now
Lately, Danske Bank has changed their
expectations for the BNP to a decline by
0.6%. In the spring, they expected a
decrease by 0.7% in 2023.
Meanwhile, the inflation rate continues to
rise, which, in August 2022, was 8.9% higher
compared to the same month last year.

Source: Danmarks Statistik 2022
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We are increasingly
uncertain about the future
Concerns are universal, but the severity of
response will vary.
Everyone must change their behavior, even
those who are financially upbeat. For the
financially challenged, the situation can be
extreme. Not everyone will feel or deal with
this in the same way.

Source: Danmarks Statistik 2022
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Consumers’ trust is at the lowest level since 2008
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It’s going to hurt, but things will normalize with time

Development related to consumers’ expectations – selected years
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The three recession behaviors

Postpone/stop

One of the easiest ways consumers can
reduce their spending is to put off purchases.

Downgrade

When consumers can’t defer purchases, they
often trade down to lower priced brands or
private labels.

The lipstick effect

Some affordable luxury items do well during
economic crises as consumers look for little
treats to raise morale.
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Cost-ofliving crisis
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90 % of Danes are worried
about the price increases

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022

Very
worried
25%

Not at all
10%

Worried to
some extent
28%

A little
worried
37%

Q: How worried are you that the price increase will impact you / your household within the next 6 month?
Base: 1.016 (Danes 18+ yrs.)
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Due to increasing prices, consumers get more conscious
People who agree/disagree with the following
Disagree

Neither/nor

I am more aware of taking care of the resources I use in
my everyday life

4%

I am more aware of using my things to the fullest and
avoid throwing away anything that has value/still works

5%

I make a greater effort to find out how I can get the most
out of my money and shop smarter
I am more willing to try out cheaper brands that I don’t
already know

16%

78%

23%

7%

70%

29%

11%

63%

43%

More often I buy clothes or things used or borrow/rent
them, instead of buying new

28%

More often I choose a cheaper alternative as a form of
transport than what I normally use

28%

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022

Agree

44%

44%

46%

26%

23%

Question: To what extent do you agree with the following statements in respect to your consumption?
Base: 1.016 (Danes 18+ yrs.)
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“When possible, I bring
home food from work,
and I often eat the same
dish several days in a
row”.
“I eat less and grow my
own vegetables”.

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022
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Danes have never been more attentive to their power consumption…
And, at the same time, expect to turn down the heat
Share that expect to make changes in the next 3 months

Be more attentive to my power consumption

80%

Avoid turning on the heat or turning down the heat compared to usual

65%

Turn down expenses to socialize outside the home (restaurants, bars)

39%

Save less than usually

37%

Transport less by car

27%

Turn down visits to cultural institutions (cinema, museum, sport events…

25%

Cancel or postpone vacations

16%

Cancel or postpone bigger projects/events (construction projects,…

13%

Turn down the family's leisure activities and hobbies
Loans, restructure loans or increase overdraft
None of the above

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022

10%
5%
8%

Question: Because of the financial situation, which of the following changes have you made, or do you expect
to make the next 3 months? (Yes, less than intended/No, but intended)
Base: 1.016 (Danes 18+ yrs.)
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The energy crisis turns up Danes’ urge to offers and discount brands

Share that expect to make changes in the next 3 months

Search for offers and cheaper discount products

53%

Make food last longer (decrease amount of food waste)

42%

Buy more last-date products

38%

To a further extent, plan meals and weekly grocery shopping

32%

Cook from scratch (no takeaway, prepared meals etc.)

21%

Eat more meals without meat

20%

Buy less organic

18%

Change my primary supermarket to a cheaper alternative

10%

Nothing, I'll do as I usually do
Nothing, I expect to use more money than usual
Something else, please note

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022

25%
3%
2%

Question: In a time with price increases on groceries, there can be several solutions to make the food budget go
around. Which of the following have you done or expect to do in the next 3 months?
Base: 1.016 (Danes 18+ yrs.)
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“We only eat half of our
usual amount of meat
and make stew”.
“I dumpster-dive and
eat less”.
“I add protein powder
when cooking as a
meat substitute”.

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022
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Discounts are now more important than the environment

Influence related to grocery shopping

Discount/offers 2%

28%

Low price 2%
Quantity (value for money)
Healthy alternative
Best quality/taste
Animal welfare
Locally and danish produced
Packaging is recycled/enviormentally friendly
Environmentally friendly products (low CO2 footprint)
Organic

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022

Less influential

66%
44%

15%

52%
67%

18%

15%

66%

19%

15%

62%

21%

14%

61%

23%

14%

59%

24%

15%
61%

31%

More influential

68%

30%

3%

Unchanged

10%
57%

8%

Question: To what extent do these parameters have an influence on your choices, when you go grocery
shopping?
Base: 1.016 (18+ yrs.)
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During recessions, behavior
is driven by fear of loss, but
in the cost-of-living crisis it’s
driven by necessity

Maslow

Hierarchy of Needs
Self-actualization
(expression & development)

Status & self-esteem
(acknowledgement)
Belonging
(love & social contact)

Safety & security
(shelter, economic stability)

Primary needs
(food, water, warmth)

From status and selfesteem…

…to safety and primary
needs
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Consumers are tightening their belts by deferring and down-trading
to combat the pressure on their household budgets

DEFERRING
One of the easiest ways
consumers can reduce
their spending is to put off
making purchases.

DOWN-TRADING
When consumers can’t defer
purchases, they often trade
down from private labels to
lower priced brands.

GroupM

20

02

Category
insights
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More than half of the Danes expect to cut their budgets on shoes and clothing

People who expect to spend less money in the next 3 months

Clothes/shoes for…
Café/restaurant
Candy/sweets
Take-away
Soft drinks
Groceries
Personal care
Liquor
Beer
Pre-made meals
Streaming
TV subscription
Mobile/internet
Clothes/shoes for kids
Gaming/betting
Meal boxes

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022

53%
49%
46%
44%
36%
36%
34%
28%
28%
26%
24%
19%
19%
16%
16%
7%

Question: Do you or your household expect to spend money on the following categories in the next 3 months
(Yes, less than normal/No, but do usually)?
Base: 1.016 (Danes 18+ years)
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Danes want to spend less
money outside their home
and save more at home,
when it relates to everyday
expenses.

Photo by Marten Bjork
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The younger segment expects to cut their budgets even harsher,
especially compared to the seniors

People who expect to spend less money in the next 3 months (top 8)

The younger

Fam. w. kids

Fam. w. grown-up kids

Seniors

Clothes/shoes for myself
Café/restaurant

Soft drinks

Liquor

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022

46%

37%

24%

31%

25%

40%

33%

26%

35%

48%

61%

57%

51%

57%
57%

36%

Groceries
Personal care

54%

41%
42%

Candy/sweets
Take-away

56%

46%
45%

45%

39%

35%
39%

43%

27%

26%
26%

30%

33%

Question: Do you / your household expect to spend money within the following categories in the next 3 month?
(Yes, less than usual / no, but I usually do)
Base: 1.016 (Danes 18+ yrs.)
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Tv-subscription and streaming is expected to be cut, especially among families with kids

People who expect to spend less money in the next 3 months (bottom 8)

The younger

Fam. w. kids

Fam. w. grown-up kids

Beer
21%

26%

20%

16%

TV subscription

19%

Mobile/internet

14%

8%

30%

10%

13%
13%

6%

8%
8%

27%
27%

20%

18%

Gaming/betting

30%

18%
18%

15%

Clothes/shoes for kids

21%

32%

29%
28%
27%

Streaming

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022

30%

25%
26%

Pre-made meals

Meal boxes

Seniors

19%

9%

Question: Do you / your household expect to spend money within the following categories in the next 3 month?
(Yes, less than usual / no, but I usually do)
Base: 1.016 (Danes 18+ yrs.)
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Among larger investments, Danes expect to spend less on home furnishing and travels

People who expect to spend less money in the next 3 months

Home furnishing
Travel/holidays within Denmark's borders
Travel/holidays abroad
Home improvement retailers
Charity
Electronics for the home
Furniture
Holiday centres/holiday rental
Multimedia electronics
Glasses/contact lenses/sunglasses
Appliances
Garden- and power tools
Jewelery and watches
Membership of a sports club/gym
Kitchen elements
Automotive
Insurance
Consumer loans

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022

23%
20%
20%
17%
17%
16%
16%
13%
13%
13%
11%
11%
11%
10%
10%
9%
8%
5%

Question: Do you / your household expect to spend money within the following categories in the next 3
month? (Yes, less than usual / no, but I usually do)
Base: 1.016 (Danes 18+ yrs.)
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And trading down to a private-label brand is already happening

People who expect to spend less money in the next 3 months

Look out for offers and cheap discount brands

53%

Make food items last longer (reduce food waste at…

42%

Buy more last-date items

38%

Plan meals and weekly shopping to a greater extent

32%

Cook more food from scratch (rather than take-…

21%

Make more vegan meals

20%

Buy less organic

18%

Replace my primary supermarket with a cheaper…

10%

Nothing, I do as I usually do
Nothing, I expect to spend more money than usual

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022

25%
3%

Question: Which of the following things have you done or expect to do in the next 3 months?
Base: 1.016 (Danes 18+ yrs.)
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Danes’ skepticism toward
the near future, results in a
decrease in housing
furniture shopping and
travelling.
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Change of habits and
opportunities to tap into

01 | Reducing
02 | Switching
03 | Shopping Wiser
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01 | Reducing
Highest levels of adoption can be seen around
reduced usage. This covers everything from turning
down the heating – something 65% of us have already done
– to manage food waste better, to use less hot water, to
simply try to make things last a little bit longer.

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022
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02 | Switching
Shaped by changing habits, this behavior sees people looking
for alternative ways to live to help manage finances. Cooking at
home more often, instead of eating out, leads the way and
doing things ourselves vs. getting others to do them for us is
also more likely to happen.

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022
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03 | Shopping wiser
Different shopping tactics are also being used. 9 out of 10
of us are expecting to try and stick more tightly to a budget;
bulk buying is likely for nearly three quarters of us.
Meanwhile, 85% will be on the lookout for cheaper
alternatives when we shop.

Source: MediaCom survey, October 2022
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03

What to do?
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The change in shopping
behavior means different
things to different brands
Rip off

Price

Premium
brands

Mid value
brands

Economy
brands
Superb value

Quality

GroupM
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Economy
brands

35

01
Consumer behavior is
driven by needs, and
many consumers will be
trading down or even
out of categories.

02

03

Price communication is
obviously a key driver,
however due to high
inflation and a squeeze
on living standards,
brands must still justify
their value.

Communicating ways
to facilitate more
efficient usage
behaviors and
demonstrating honest
and trustworthy values,
are more likely to be
more welcomed as a
position. There is an
opportunity to adopt a
more positive and
purposeful tone.

04
This is a golden
opportunity for lower
priced/private label
brands to gain market
share in the coming
time.

05
Knowing a brand to be
a safe and simple
choice matters more
than ever. Understand
which elements
contribute to your
brand’s sense of safety
and help people to feel
they are avoiding risk.
This might be around
service elements,
having someone to
speak to when things
go wrong, and easy
returns and guarantees.
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Middle
value
brands

37

01
The brands we expect
to take the largest hit
during the cost-of-living
crisis are the brands in
the middle of the pack.

02

03

Consumer behavior is
driven by needs, and
lots of consumers will be
trading down or even
out of categories.

Hence, brands must
demonstrate their
value.

04
Brands should not take
part in a race to the
bottom by engaging in
price slashing. In fact,
short term price slashing
has a negative impact
on long term profits and
can lead to consumers
devaluate brands.

05
Instead of reducing
price, brands should
look to maintain relative
pricing and use
marketing to justify their
price. Increase value
perceptions by
changing how
consumers assess your
value. Find new costeffective ways to give
customers more for their
money, even if this
value is mostly
psychological. Remind
customers of the quality
and longevity of your
products.
38

Premium
brands

39

01
Consumer behavior is
driven by needs, hence
larger and luxury
purchases might be
delayed.

02

03

Offer people an option
to trade down. For
some brands, this may
include putting more
focus on entry-level
options for now, as this is
more likely to maintain
people’s loyalty when
things get better.

Plan for the lipstick
effect. Many consumers
do not have enough to
spend on big-ticket
luxury items; however,
many still find the cash
for purchases of small
luxury items, such as
premium lipstick.

04
Plan for moments. Tap
into the lipstick effect
and position your
products or services as
an affordable luxury
that can lift morale and
make them feel good.

05
Create desire. Continue
to prioritize fame driving
content to build desire.
Build credibility and trust
(e.g., by highlighting
heritage).

40

04

Media
market
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Studies from previous crisis have shown several findings

Branding
Brand is a buffer
against inflation

Recovery
Plan for recovery,
not just recession

Opportunity
Seize the opportunity.
Your competitors are
hurt as well

Source: GroupM
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Studies from the
Ehrenberg-Bass Institute
show the decline in sales
after a stop in media
spending

Source: Ehrenberg-Bass Institute
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Smaller brands suffer
immediately, while
larger brands are
more resilient

Source: Ehrenberg-Bass Institute
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The rate of decline is
faster for brands that
are already declining

Source: Ehrenberg-Bass Institute
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“We expect a change in
budgets towards more
performance-oriented
activities in 2023”

Increase share of
Performance
28%

Maintain 2022 mix
51%

Increase share of
Branding
21%

Source: Ebiquity and WFA report: 2023 Media Budgets, Global study October 2022
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To make your performance marketing as efficient as
possible, you need to be aware of several things:

Operation
excellence

Privacy

Automation

Digital
maturity

To make your
performance engine run
smoothly, you need a
solid foundation. A
common KPI-framework, a
strategic development
roadmap and a structure
for valid performance
evaluation is crucial.

The recent proclaims from
the Danish Data Protection
Authority will possibly have
huge consequences.
Hence, data and analytics
are the foundation of
performance marketing.
You need to be on top of
this topic.

Global marketing platforms
like Google and Meta are
implementing more
automated solutions. These
solutions are lowering the
entry barriers for advertisers,
but without the in-depth
knowledge. Hence, many
advertisers will not achieve
the full potential.

To reach the full potential
across the whole
ecommerce system, we use
a digital maturity framework
to produce our roadmap.
Whether we talk social
commerce or Google
products, the digital
maturity is the foundation
for future development.
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We are already seeing significant changes in search behavior

Searches including ‘billig’

Searches including ‘tilbud’
+35%
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Auction based media buying responds immediately to the change in demand
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Conclusions

01

Consumers are increasingly
conscious about how they
spend their money. Tap into the
short-term trend changes
related to this

02

Consumers will trade down or
even out of categories

03

Know your industry and act
according to your price/quality
and value perception

04

Try to avoid going off air or
completely cutting budgets

Questions?

Contact
Lise Heiselberg
Senior Data & Insights Lead, MediaCom Group
Lise.heiselberg@mediacom.dk
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